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Change Management – Introduction
The current challenges companies are facing are diverse and certainly demanding. They include new technologies, digitalization, shor-
tage of skilled workers... to name just a few keywords. Naturally, new challenges arise particularly for change management. For instance, 
cloud computing is changing the working environment of IT employees, who find themselves in the new role of managers of different 
service providers instead of being responsible for different IT systems. 

Robotics, autonomous driving as well as the possibilities of networking and the evaluation of data on customers and goods lead to 
changed tasks for developers, producers but also buyers of cars, machines, and other goods of industrial production. 

Further, banks are changing from IT service providers in the financial sector to financial institutions with IT departments. As a result, 
employees are challenged in a different way, such as having to pay attention to relevant topics, especially the security of data. Even 
public administration faces technological and demographic changes that require appropriate support and accompanying measure  
to go along with.

Indeed, these developments do not allow „business as usual“. Organizations  
have recognized the need for professional support in implementing profound change 
projects.

Thus, more than ever before, far-reaching and yet unknown changes make professional 
change management indispensable. The BearingPoint Change Management 
Cookbook provides brief insights into the many methods and best practices associated 
with these changes. Finally, change management itself must open to new methods and 
working forms. 
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Instruction  Cookbook 
To help you enter the world of change management, we have accumulated our 
best practices in the form of recipes. The recipes are all subject to an uniform 
structure, with each recipe answering the following three questions:

Based on the three questions, we guide you through our recipes and provide you 
with valuable information for preparation, implementation, and success measu-
rement. For a better illustration we have also included graphics and interactive 
elements that can be opened simply by clicking on them or using the mouseover 
effect. 

Evaluation of the recipe 
As in any other recipe book, we have made an assessment regarding the 
degree of difficulty, the number of people involved, and the duration of the 
implementation.

The symbol indicating the number of persons or teams needed demonstrates 
for whom and for how many the recipe is suitable. The stopwatch helps to 
estimate the time that it will take to complete a recipe. Please note that the 
preparation time is not considered in this time estimation. 

We now hope that we have whetted your appetite and wish you lots of fun 
trying it out! Feel free to share your experiences with us. 

We look forward to your feedback!

Your Change Management Team
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Level of difficulty

 easy: executable without prior  
knowledge in change management

 medium: previous knowledge in  
change management helpful

 difficult: not feasible without previous 
knowledge of change management


very difficult and complex:  
cannot be implemented without expert 
knowledge in change management and 
may also be very complex and extensive  
in preparation

What is required?

What is my approach?

When was I successful?

Instruction Cookbook

       Level of difficulty      Number of people            Duration

Internal link to Glossary                             Interactive element
or other recipes
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What is required?

– A specific example of a project, e.g. in the form of a profile that roughly describes the respective change of a project 
– Interdisciplinary workshop participants 
– A facilitator (internal or external)

What is my approach?

The workshop consists of three parts, which help the participants to  
approach the definition of the necessary change management  
measures step by step.

Step 1 – Identifying change challenges

– Detailed consideration and analysis of the change project

–  Development of challenges based on relevant dimensions  
of change (e.g. person, structure, process, and technology)

Understanding Change
“What are the precise challenges during a change process?”, “Who is actually affected?” and “What impact does this have on those affected 
and involved?” – These are just a few of the questions that change managers are confronted with in a change project. BearingPoint has 
developed a method that helps to find answers to the most important questions and to get an overview of the impact of the upcoming 
change. In addition, this method helps to make the change process tangible for key stakeholders and to develop initial solutions.  
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Development of  
approaches to solutions
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Step 2 – Understanding the subjective dimensions of change

– Identification of relevant stakeholder groups (e.g. users, managers, internal customers, IT department, external customers)

–  Determination of the change needs, e.g. the special information requirements, of the relevant stakeholder groups based on 
the change dimensions developed (person, structure, process, technology)

Step 3 – Respond to challenges with appropriate measures

–  Development or derivation of measures to meet the  
challenges worked out in advance (see step 1).

–  Consideration of the target group-specific change  
requirements (see step 2).

The target group-oriented change requirements and measures  
for the stakeholder groups derived in the initial phase of the  
project should be continuously reviewed for their effectiveness 
during the project. Only in this way, resistance can be proactively 
identified and avoided.
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Challenge
STRUCTURE 

Challenge
PERSON

Challenge
TECHNOLOGY 

Challenge
PROCESS

Stakeholder Group Dimensions of Change

CM Cookbook: Understanding Change
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How do I know that I have been successful? 

–  There is a common understanding of the upcoming change and its potential impact. 
–  The relevant stakeholder groups and their needs in relation to the upcoming change have been identified.
–  The main challenges associated with the change have been demonstrated.
–  Suitable measures and approaches to solutions have been derived that cover both the challenges and the need for change 

as well as counteract possible resistance at an early stage.

    Interdisciplinary working group,  
10 to 15 persons        2 to 3 days

CM Cookbook: Understanding Change
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What is required?

–  Agile guidelines defined by management (e.g. vision, culture, leader-
ship, structure, processes and technology, employee competencies  
and definition of the agile approach)

–  A proactive integration of the change management team into the 
agile project process

Agile Change Management
Change management activities are fundamentally more agile to plan and implement than many other project activities. Change Manage-
ment works with those and for those affected by projects. This is particularly essential since their view of the project and its impact changes  
in different ways over the course of the project. 

If a more agile change approach already makes sense for classic waterfall projects, this applies even more to projects that are planned and 
implemented in an agile way per se. Change managers must adapt their methods to the iterative approach of agile project teams. The 
change manager thus optimally accompanies the agile process by involving the affected people at an early stage, taking up their require-
ments and continuous improvement loops.

Agile projects are also a great opportunity for change management. Requirements and feedback from those involved can be taken up 
much earlier and considered in further activities. In this way, the change manager is more rapidly aware of the success of respective change 
measures and can adapt or improve these if needed (fail fast to succeed). Proactive integration of the Change Management Team into the 
project process also promotes iterative cooperation with the project teams and the exchange of knowledge. 
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What is my approach?

Agile projects follow a clearly defined process and clear roles. The implementation of change management measures is essen-
tially based on these pre-defined determinants but can be adapted to the requirements of change management. 

The graphic shows the standard procedure (Scrum process). We go one step further and explain which roles and elements can  
be used or modified for agile change management:
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Product  
Increment

KPI Tracking  
und Reporting

User 
Stories

Vision

Epic

Backlog 
Tasks

Defects

Deployment

 Events   Artifacts   Roles

Product  
Owner

Scrum 
Master

Development  
Team
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  The Change Manager assigns the role of a Product Owner 
for the change tasks. He is generally responsible for the 
implementation of the measures aligned with the vision  
and the epics. The measures are, however, also listed in a 
product backlog. 

  Agile change management dispenses with extensive 
concepts. Starting from the vision (What changes?), the 
necessary content and the affected groups (stakeholders) 
are identified, defined, and summarized in the product 
backlog and aligned with change readiness analyses.

  The Change Agent takes over the role of the SCRUM Master. 
The Change Agent already plays a strongly coordinating role 
in the classic implementation. In contrast to technological 
or process-related agile projects, the Change Agent is often 
responsible for an organizational or geographical area.  
 

Depending on this, different SCRUM Masters are created, 
which are coordinated by the Change Manager. 

  The Product Owner derives user stories from the vision and 
develops them according to the change task, either thema-
tically or with regard to the target group, or both. 

  In contrast to technological or process-related agile projects, 
the role of the development team is omitted, or the respec-
tive stakeholders are involved in the development and 
implementation of so-called releases. 

  Throughout the implementation process, the change 
management scope is divided into activities in different 
sprints. The KPI tracking finally flows back into the change 
readiness analyses and allows conclusions to be drawn  
about success.
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     unlimited scalability, at least  
one team of 2-7 people

depending on project duration,  
size and complexity 

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  If the releases are oriented towards the end user and their challenges

–  If the releases are already continuously integrated into the daily work during the agile project

–  If the end users show a high acceptance of the releases

–  If the end users and the entire project team continuously develop and improve their approach and collaboration

https://www.bearingpoint.com/de-de/
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Best Practice Club
The “Best Practice Club” is a successful method of connecting people and sharing knowledge across disciplines. Depending on the set-up, this 
method allows knowledge to be shared, e.g. with regard to specialist lectures, the latest research results, open points from training events and 
project experiences. The format of the Best Practice Club is particularly suitable for the exchange among colleagues to expand the experience 
of the individual and the team know-how. Properly implemented, the Best Practice Club enriches almost every team. 
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What is required?

– Facilitator/team members who want to share knowledge on a topic 

– Control date (recommendation: 1x per month, 1 hour)

– Suitable rooms or online conference tools (e.g. MS Teams sessions) 

– Topic memory for collecting ideas and suggestions 

– Template for the presentation or lecture

– Shared storage: e.g. SharePoint, MS Teams or SAP Jam

What is my approach?

One or more team members take control of the organization and the moderation of the Best Practice Club.  

For this purpose, it is advisable to first create a “topic repository” that is centrally stored and accessible to all. This serves to collect 
ideas and provides an overview of possible presentation dates. 

The team members of the Best Practice Club are invited to register for a topic they have chosen. 

A template for the presentation is provided for this purpose.

The organizer coordinates the dates for the presentation of the individual topics. 
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At the beginning of the presentation, the facilitator welcomes the participants and then hands over to the presenter. 

It is important that the facilitator and the presenter allow sufficient time for questions and the exchange of experiences,  
ideally at the end of the presentation. 

The focus of the presentation should not be on the theoretical part, but rather on the practical experiences. After all, this is  
what the Best Practice Club is all about: an exchange of experiences within the team and the strengthening of the team spirit.

At the end of the presentation, the organizers will make the relevant documents and/or recordings available to the other  
participants. 
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How do I know that I have been successful?

–  Methods, experiences, and findings are exchanged, discussed and, ideally further used by participants  
–  Networking and exchange among team colleagues is strengthened and is reflected in an increased sense of unity
–  Employees/colleagues experience appreciation through their contribution

   unlimited, from small to large 
groups everything is allowed 1 hour per month

CM Cookbook:  Best Practice Club
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Playfully learning with  Business Cases
To cope with the omnipresent dynamic changes in the professional environment, employees must constantly develop themselves further.  
To transfer new knowledge and know-how quickly and effectively, BearingPoint uses learning forms based on the 70:20:10 model. In this 
way, further development measures are more closely integrated into the work processes. 

The use of business cases (e.g., the bridge-building model) as a game-playing element (gamification) in user training has proven to be 
very useful for conveying complex content in the context of system and/or process introductions. With this model, BearingPoint creates a 
training-laboratory situation that is oriented towards everyday work. Processes are thus not only presented in a simplified and understandable 
way, but also integrated more strongly into the daily work routine. In this section, the bridge building model is demonstrated as an example. 
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What is required?

For training/group work:

– Teams with 7 to 9 people each 

– Case study (including activities inside and outside the system)

– Each team has its own materials according to the material list

– Training documents

– For system training: PC with system access (training/test system)

What is my approach?

Check in advance which business cases and situations from everyday work life are suitable for the user training, Further,  
define which processes inside and outside the system (e.g. SAP) should be trained. 
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Watch out! The preparation is highly time-consuming:

In addition to a concrete case description, you also must create the corresponding 
training documents (e.g. click instructions for each process step). In addition, it must be 
ensured that during the system training, necessary data (e.g. user, material numbers, etc.) 
are created in the test or training system. This will ensure that the participants can carry 
out or practice the tasks in the system without any problems. 

On the day of the workshop or training, a short introduction has to inform the partic-
ipants about the goals and the process. It is highly crucial to create a uniform under-
standing of the entire group. After the participants have been divided into teams of 
seven to nine people and the case descriptions and training documents with the task 
descriptions have been distributed, the training can begin. 

 
Bridge building model as an integrative and playful element of the training:

All working groups will be provided with an identical set of materials (e.g. paper, scissors, glue stick, ruler) as well as training 
materials and system access for “bridge building”.

The teams get together and get started. The following require-
ments have to be met: The bridge must have a load capacity of 
e.g. 0.1 kg in the middle (e.g. glue stick or ballpoint pen). Only 
the materials provided may be used to build the bridge. The 
type, shape and size of the bridge can be chosen freely. The 
time is defined.

The working groups first create a project plan with the neces-
sary process steps and provide it with the corresponding 
milestones, e.g. ordering material in SAP or goods receipt. 
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The task definition defines when which materials must be ordered in SAP and 
when. Only when the required materials are received in SAP (e.g. invoice receipt  
or change in stock), they can be used for further processing. Thus, all these 
processes have to run in the designated system (e.g. SAP). This gives the partic-
ipants a rough overview of all relevant processes – both inside and outside the 
system – and allows them to transfer these processes to their everyday work. 

Finally, the participants reflect: First, the participants reflect on their own behavior 
in group work (e.g. roles of team members, communication rules, etc.). Then the 
concrete topic, e.g. the SAP process steps, is evaluated. 

Questions can be asked and clarified. Certain process steps can be shown and 
practiced again in the system. 

In this example, the bridge building model was selected for the training lab 
situation oriented on the daily work routine. Depending on the business case  
and the requirements of the organization, other models, such as the Lab model, 
may also be useful.
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How do I know that I have been successful?

–  Participants have understood the new processes and procedures

–  Participants can apply what they have learned to their everyday work 

–  Networking with other participants has helped to share specific knowledge

–  Transparency and acceptance of the new processes and procedures is increased

      up to        2 to 3 small groups of  
3 to 5 persons

5 to 6 hours,  
preparation 1 week
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Canvas
Everybody has experienced it already: Sometimes it is difficult to find the right beginning. Especially in project work, it often happens that 
project tasks are only sketched out schematically. A canvas can be used to sketch a project or topic area to create a first overview and a 
common understanding of the basic conditions. Similar to the artist who uses the canvas to structure his visual idea, a canvas can be used to 
present business models, project assignments and/or team formations in a structured way. The participants outline their ideas on the “canvas” 
and ideally focus on nine key factors. BearingPoint uses this method to gain a quick overview of all relevant factors that are crucial to the 
success of the project or team composition. 
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What is required?

– A large sheet of paper (e.g. A0), alternatively flipchart/pinboard sheet

– Pin boards for attaching the sheets of paper

– Pens, cards 

– Interdisciplinary working group/teams

– Workshop rooms

– Alternative: Virtual Classroom/Meeting Tool

What is my approach?
The Business Model Canvas usually contains nine fields with key factors. 

These should gradually be filled with content and brought together in  
a meaningful context.  
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First, the key factors of the project-task are entered into the fields drawn, whereby the number of fields can vary.  
BearingPoint recommends the following fields for the project description:

In the next step, ideas for each of these factors are written down on sticky notes or Post-Its so that they can be quickly replaced 
or supplemented by others. 

The creativity method “Brain Walking” is well suited for finding ideas. For this, the working group is divided into groups of two  
to three people. The key factors are divided into several flipcharts. Now each group works on one key factor and sketches the 
results on the flipchart. Then the groups rotate to the next key factor. There, the participants add the ideas already written down. 
Each participant or group thus works on each key factor. The ideas are then discussed and evaluated in the group. 

This procedure is most beneficial when an interdisciplinary group works with the method so that all key factors can be  
permanently discussed in the team during the workshop. 

The aim of this method is not to replace established processes or careful planning and control of a project, but rather to  
complement them. With the help of the simple presentation method, the participants can present complex projects clearly. 

CM Cookbook:   Canvas
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Business Modell Canvas – Example Project Canvas

How do I know that I have been successful?

– Key factors that contribute to the success of the project assignment or team composition are identified 

–  Uniform understanding of challenges, risks and success factors facilitates communication within and outside the project team 
and prevents misunderstandings 

–  Provides a basis for the later development of the project order 

–  Increased motivation of those involved to work together to identify the key factors 

–  Early identification of relevant stakeholder groups/target groups
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   Small groups from  
2 to 10 persons         2 to 3 hours
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Change to Go! –  
Change Management Assessment App
Change-to-go or simply evaluate your own need for change quickly and easily? No problem – with the Change Management App from 
BearingPoint this is possible.  Sensitize yourself and your team to the topic of change management - easily, quickly, and conveniently.  
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What is required?

–  A concrete project from practice that is to be evaluated – Change to Go!

– Change Assessment App from BearingPoint on a mobile device  

 

What is my approach?

1.  First open the Change Management App (Change to Go! app)  
on your mobile device. No app yet? Please contact us under:  
changemanagement@bearingpoint.com 



CM Cookbook:  ChangeApp
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2.  May we introduce: Voodie! Voodie will help you identify the relevant  
“Pain Points”. Each point on his body represents a dimension: (Please  
click on the screen)

2

3
3.  In the next step, you can assign priorities 

and sort the pre-selected pain points 
according to importance. Of course, you  
can adjust this prioritization at any time. 

CM Cookbook:  ChangeApp
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4.  Based on your pre-selected Pain Points, statements are now suggested to you, for which  
you can perform an evaluation. Use the controller and move it from left to right or back.

5.  Done! In the last step, you will now receive suggestions 
and recommendations for suitable methods, measures, and 
approaches.

Please note: The purpose of this app is not to provide you 
with an in-depth explanation of the methods and measures, 
but to give you an overview of common approaches to 
change management. Finally, you should save your results  
so that you can refer to them later. 

Read more                                  Contact partner

How do I know that I have been successful? 

–  You have quickly and easily evaluated your own need for change

–  The results of the evaluation offer help and contribute to the sensitization  
of project managers and participants to the topic of change management.

               Unlimited           10 min 

CM Cookbook:  ChangeApp
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What is required? 

–  Interdisciplinary work group/teams (people from different technical disciplines,  
departments, and hierarchical levels)

–  Open and constructive team culture 

–  Team Space/Creative Space (e.g. flexible furniture, mobile partitions, lots of space for notes)

–  Retreat possibilities, to be able to work undisturbed if necessary

–  Working material: Post-Its, pin boards, whiteboard, flip charts, cards, pens, etc.   

What is my approach? 

First, you will put together an interdisciplinary team that views the problem or respective 
change from different angles. It is important that a “Team Space”, i.e. a creative space  
that can be flexibly designed, is available. As soon as the team has come together,  
you can get started.  

CM Cookbook:  Design Thinking in Change Management  

Design Thinking is a concept for creative problem solving. The basic idea is that interdisciplinary teams can design innovations. In change 
management, Design Thinking offers, among other things, the opportunity to involve employees in the change project at an early stage and 
to take their ideas and concerns seriously, using various creativity techniques, tools and methods as well as the rapid creation of prototypes. 
BearingPoint uses this instrument to tailor change management measures to the needs of stakeholders to create high stakeholder integra-
tion and acceptance as early as possible.
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CM Cookbook:  Design Thinking in Change Management  

There are various models of the Design Thinking process. BearingPoint recommends the following six phases under  
Application of proven tools and methods:
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CM Cookbook:  Design Thinking in Change Management  

Through the diversity of methods, interdisciplinary teams and an iterative approach, Design Thinking enables the observation  
of a problem or a change from different perspectives. It is important that the respective individual phases are not run through 
linearly, but that there is an interplay between the individual phases. 

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  A wide range of methods and tools helps to break the linearity in organizations and embraces options to guide the process  
of viewing a problem from different angles 

–  The human-centric approach supports the early and holistic involvement of stakeholders - Through transparency and accept-
ance, a mindset of engagement, collaboration and empathy is developed

     typically 6 to 15, depending  
on selected tools & methods

depending on the complexity of the 
topic, 1 day up to several months
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What is required?

–  Laboratory or test environment with technical hardware and software:  
A protected, physical place where employees can familiarize themselves  
with the new systems at their leisure

–  Instructions for action: The employees receive pre-defined profiles. These 
profiles represent typical roles or departments with the associated tasks  
and challenges

–  Experienced experts who are familiar with both existing and new systems 
and processes

 
 

What is my approach?

The participants come together in small teams and are given a profile that represents a specific role in the department or  
project, e.g. project manager. The goal is to confront the participants with everyday situations or sample tasks for which solution 
strategies are to be developed. For this purpose, the new systems, applications, or processes are immediately available to them. 
The participants deal with the innovations in a  playful way. 

It is important that experts accompany the lab. They should be able to answer questions about the “old” or “new” world.  
They can also provide important assistance. 



CM Cookbook:  The Lab or “Time to play”  

The road to the digital workplace means major changes for employees, IT, and processes. To be able to make full use of the new applications 
and their possibilities, those involved need above all the appropriate know-how. A playful way to experience the new systems and tools at 
employee eye level is offered by the “lab”. In the protected environment, employees can put the new workplace and especially the new tools 
to the test.
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Positive effect: The participants develop their own solution strategies and/or rules to meet the challenges that arise e.g.  
with new collaborative forms of work. During and after the transformation, the laboratory also provides important insights into 
frequently asked questions, fears, and problems that employees are confronted with. Furthermore, solutions and rules that  
ensure smooth collaboration can be jointly developed. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the preparation of such playful example scenarios, short stories, or case studies, is usually 
very complex. 

CM Cookbook:  The Lab or “Time to play”  

How do I know that I have been successful?  
–  The test environment takes away fears and supports the use of e.g. new digital tools

–  The change management team receives additional information regarding important questions, e.g.: What are the  
advantages and disadvantages for those involved? What fears do they have? Which trainings are necessary?  
Which communication measures are effective? 

–  Especially for communication, there are many possibilities, e.g. the results from Group work is prepared in the form of  
short stories and made available to the organization

–  Identifying with a profile promotes observation from different perspectives 

         10 to 15 persons depending on the complexity of  
the topic, 1-2 hours up to one day
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Managing the success of a project  
with change controlling
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What is required?

–  Overall objectives of a project or previously defined key performance indicators and 
the resulting objectives for the change project, e.g. increasing willingness to change 

–  The change objectives must be relevant and measurable - this includes that they 
were formulated SMART (S=specific, M=measurable, A=attractive, R=realistic, 
T=terminated) 

–  overview of possible survey methods (e.g. interviews) and external tools e.g. survey 
tools, AI (artificial intelligence - supported, data-driven tools) 

–  personnel resources with experience, e.g. in conducting surveys 

–  agreement with the work council on planned surveys

CM Cookbook:  Change Controlling

“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts”, numbers are indispensable and useful, but 
numbers cannot evaluate everything - such as those that come into play in the evaluation of change processes. When it comes to change,  
it is not primarily a question of budget control, but rather of the extent to which a contribution to change has been made. Is the need  
for change recognized or has the willingness to change been strengthened by a measure? Change controlling provides answers to these 
questions, helping to formulate concrete goals and measure the success of the change. 
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What is my approach?  

CM Cookbook:  Change Controlling 
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How do I know that I have been successful?

–  When an optimized allocation of resources, budgets and measures has been made for the change project

–  If project changes can be reacted to quickly and efficiently or appropriate measures can be derived  

–  If, in accordance with the change management vision “turn affected people into participants”, the seriousness  
of the project has been understood and the stakeholders provide reliable feedback



CM Cookbook:  Change Controlling 

    one to several persons Duration of the project,  
complexity of the change project

Success measurement – process model
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What is required?

–  Group of 5 to 10 participants 

–  Workshop Agenda “Creation of Personas”

–  Rough idea of the role structures in the organization or in the department concerned 

–  Define moderation cases as well as brown paper and other material (e.g. visualization documents)

What is my approach?
Prior to the development of the personas, the participants should first understand what the Persona Method involves.  
A persona is a fictitious person who represents a group of employees with similar characteristics. The goal is to describe the 
persona as precisely as possible so that it can be understood as a person, but most importantly so that one can identify  
with it and its needs.   



CM Cookbook:  Personas – Who am I and if so, how many    

The identification of the individual stakeholder groups should be as multi-layered as possible. This enables the change manager to gain a 
better understanding of the considered stakeholders and their needs. The collaborative approach of Design Thinking, more precisely the 
“persona method”, proves to be a good enhancement to established instruments of stakeholder analysis. The goal here is to create a true- 
to-life, multifaceted portrait of an ideal-typical stakeholder representative. 
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After the participants have understood the method and approach, the development process begins.  
With the help of these four steps, the participants work out the personas step by step:  

1.  Personas should not be identified randomly, but by means of predefined categories, allowing participants to 
answer the guiding questions freely and creatively: Which tasks does the personas have? What does their  
workplace look like? What habits does he or she have? How is she dressed? What would be a typical quote?  
How would the person describe himself/herself? What is the person’s age? Is he or she married and perhaps 
already has children? What is the person’s private and professional goals? What fears could the person have? 
What motivates them? 

2.  After defining the categories, the participants decide how many personas are required.  

3.  Based on the pre-defined categories, the participants create a persona individually and  
then present it to the other group participants.

CM Cookbook:  Personas – Who am I and if so, how many  

Job: Responsibilities  Job: Habits

Quote:
“A quote that describes the per-
sona, its goals, its motivation.”

Job: Challenges

Profile
Name: 
Age: 
Place: 
Relationship: 
Job Title:

Motivation and goals
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Zitat:

Steckbief
Name: 
Alter 
Ort: 
Beziehung: 
Job Titel: 
Beschreibung:  

Ausbildung Job: Gewohnheiten

Job: Herausforderungen

Interessen und Hobbies

Ängste 

Motivation und Ziele

4.  The group discusses or completes the proposals and agrees on the final personas. Ideally, the participants agree on when 
and how the personas should be considered in the further development of measures for e.g. communication or training.  

CM Cookbook:  Personas – Who am I and if so, how many  

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  The change manager has created a basic understanding of the persona method among the participants

–  The participants can identify with the persona and derive further measures, e.g. for communication or training,  
on this basis  

–  The team members have developed the personas “themselves” and can identify with their work results Ideally,  
the workshop has contributed to team building 

        up to 10 persons        1,5 hours
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A guideline for successful project 
communication 
Companies carry out a variety of projects, such as the introduction of new digital applications. An essential element which is missing quite 
often is the appropriate communication. But how can the Change Manager support the project managers in this? 
A guideline as a quick reference book for creating and optimizing practice-oriented project communication can help. It provides step-by-step 
instructions, from a description of the communication strategy and its goals to templates for the communication elements. 

What is required?

– Workshop to define the structure of the action guideline and to agree on the required patterns and templates 

– Framework conditions, templates, instructions for action (e.g. from the field of communication – corporate design)

 

What is my approach?

The guide can be roughly divided into chapters that build on each other:      

1.  Define project: An exact project planning and precisely defined  
goals make a purposeful communication possible. For example, a  
project description can be useful as a template which clearly presents 
both framework conditions and objectives. Depending on the complexity 
of the project (e.g. number of users affected, complexity of the new 
systems or processes), certain risks arise that should be included in a risk 
assessment. 

CM Cookbook:  A guideline for successful project communication 
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Another important point is the identification of the affected target groups. The use of the persona approach supports the 
development of the relevant core messages.

2.  Planning the use of media: Once the general conditions and project effects have been recorded and the target group and 
thus its preferred degree of processing and communication channels have been identified, the media deployment planning 
must be carried out. In principle, this chapter clarifies the questions at what point in time which channel should inform which 
content with which communication measure. In addition to a communication overview, editorial plans can also be used as 
templates for this purpose.  

3.  Create media: This guide can also assist in creating the actual media. Templates, which can be individually adapted, offer 
idea templates. Each template should contain a short description, with an explanation as well as valuable hints, tips and tricks 
for the creation and publication process in the respective organization

CM Cookbook:  A guideline for successful project communication 
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A further relief for the users of the communication guide is a clear summary of relevant contacts, e.g. to contact person in 
communication, image databases, print stores, or copy stores. In the final step, a checklist provides an overview of the essential 
steps for successful project communication. This ensures that important points are not overlooked. 

CM Cookbook:  A guideline for successful project communication  

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  When the project uses the communication guide as a basis for their project communication and enrich it  
with their experiences

–  When the project receives more attention throughout the organization

–  When employees and/or those affected feel sufficiently informed about current or completed projects 

            Unlimited depending on the content or  
sample templates to be created
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Storytelling in Change
Storytelling is a promising instrument for getting employees excited about a project in the long term. Stories have proven to be better memo-
rized than soberly presented facts. In addition to brand, project and knowledge management, which have already discovered storytelling for 
themselves, interesting approaches can also be derived for change management. 
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What is required?

– Creative workshop methods to interact with decision makers and/or core team

– Clear change vision & core messages

– Good writing style

– Prior knowledge of how stories work 



CM Cookbook:  Storytelling in Change
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What is my approach?

1. Find and prepare the right story 
Storytelling workshops provide a good basis for working together with the decision-makers, the core team respectively, and the 
employees from the affected areas. 

The goal is to “uncover” typical stories, metaphors, as well as core messages and to develop suitable slogans based on these.  
This measure does not only serve to collect “material”, but also increases internal acceptance by involving the employees.  

The next step is to write the actual story. But what makes a story and which building blocks are necessary to write an authentic 
story? The pattern of a story is basically quite simple: A starting situation is followed by an event, which results in an end  
situation. This differs from the initial situation. Enriched by protagonists, this results in a pattern that each of us understands. 

For organizations that are in a process of change, we offer the pattern of the heroic journey with the following stations:  

CM Cookbook:  Storytelling in Change
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It is important to break down the stories to the personal workspace or to adapt them. To ensure this, the authors should test the 
stories in advance. The author uses the feedback obtained (e.g. works council or selected affected persons) to finalize his stories.    

2. Spreading stories properly   
The stories can be used in different communication channels, depending on the goal, target group, length, and style, e.g. in 
classic media such as intranet, newsletter, and company newspapers. Stories are also ideal for executive communication, e.g. 
speeches, enriched with visual impressions, road shows, and town halls. The use of stories in interactive apps also offers a  
wide range of possibilities for conveying relevant content. It is important here to prepare the formats and especially the  
communicators or storytellers for their task. 

Good and tangible everyday examples, the right choice of media and channels, and good speakers who are passionate  
about the topic are important factors for success in conveying stories. 

CM Cookbook:  Storytelling in Change
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The development of a story and the appropriate messages should 
be linked to the goal: To appreciate the existing, to describe a 
picture of the future, to convey meaning and benefit, to clarify 
differences, and to give orientation. 

The derivation of suitable guiding questions should therefore be 
left to practiced communicators and change managers who have 
the skills and abilities to grasp content with creative approaches, 
structure it and summarize it in suitable messages.  

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  If the stories are based on tangible everyday examples

–  If the readers identify with the story and ask questions about the 
content of the stories

–  If the readers “tell each other” the stories

     for small to large groups for the entire project duration

CM Cookbook:  Storytelling in Change
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Certainly, more from training  
As a training expert, you may have asked yourself how trainers can be supported even better during the preparation and/or organization 
phase of the training without being too financially exhausting? One possible solution could be constituted by the trainer guide developed 
by BearingPoint. 
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What is required?

– Training concept with training modules (defined training contents per training unit) 

– Templates, e.g. for training invitations, feedback forms

– Training documents (documents, exercises, homework, etc.)

– Training plan 

 
 
What is my approach? 
1.  First, a training expert defines the most important activities for the trainer 

before, during and after a training session, e.g. sending out invitations, providing 
exercises or distributing feedback forms. A good overview is obtained when the 
activities or tasks of the trainer are summarized in clearly arranged task packages. 

 

2.   The task packages are then prioritized according to urgency. 
It should be determined in advance which tasks need to be completed before, 
during and after a training session. By setting deadlines or a time frame by when 
these activities should ideally be completed, the trainers have a better overview. 



CM Cookbook:  Certainly, more from training  
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3.  With the information gained from steps one and two, the training expert is now able to create an overview

or task list and make it available to the trainers. The trainer can use this as a checklist and can see briefly which tasks have 
already been completed and which ones still need to be completed. 

 

A prerequisite for the trainer checklist is that essential components of the training preparation, implementation and follow-up 
have already been created and agreed upon, e.g. the training concept, training modules, training documents and templates.  

With an additionally supporting training organization, which regularly updates the checklist and makes it available to the 
trainers, nothing more stands in the way of a successful training implementation.   

This guide is not suitable for trainers who have little or no experience in the preparation, implementation, and follow-up of 
trainings, as they could very quickly feel overwhelmed. In this case, further train-the-trainer measures are necessary to prepare 
the trainers didactically for their tasks.
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CM Cookbook:  Certainly, more from training  

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  The Trainer Guide is designed to support trainers who already have training experience

–  The guide helps the trainer to plan and organize the training effectively and goal-oriented

–  As an instruction manual for experienced trainers, this guide is an important organizational tool  
that should be regularly maintained and adapted

           Unlimited        1 to 2 working days
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Web-based Trainings
How do you prefer to learn new content, topics or workflows? Do you like to learn interactively and exchange ideas with other participants? 
Do you prefer mobile devices such as laptops or tablets? Do you prefer to learn at home, in your favorite café or on the train? Everyone prefers 
different learning content, learning times or learning environments. With Web-based Training (WBT) this is no problem. The user can call up the 
information and training content relevant to him at any time and in any place on the PC or via the tablet.     

WBTs can be created via specialized agencies and service providers. The in-house development  
and implementation of WBTs brings several advantages: cost savings, flexibility, and speed.  
The recipe for the right approach can be found here! 
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What is required?

– An available authoring tool (SAP EnableNow, TTS knowledge force, Assima Vimago, etc.)

– An available test/training system with correspondingly created training data 

– Ideally already existing training material

– Intranet and/or Learning Management System (LMS) for publishing the WBT



CM Cookbook:  Web-based Trainings

The BearingPoint change management 
team has both design and implementation 
know-how with various authoring tools and 
corresponding cooperation with various 
e-learning providers (e.g. SAP, TTS, Assima).
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  CM Cookbook:  Web-based Trainings

What is my approach?

The creation of a Web Based Training (WBT) requires a planned procedure. BearingPoint summarizes eight main  
steps for you below:    
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  CM Cookbook:  Web-based Trainings

Possible structure

Each WBT should have a uniform didactic structure. The title and the learning objectives give the employee an orientation about 
the content of the WBT. The sub-chapters should remain freely selectable so that individual topics can be deepened as required. 
The comprehension questions assure that the learning material has been understood in sufficient depth.

WBTs are particularly well suited to imparting process- and system-oriented application knowledge, e.g. in the form of IT applica-
tion simulation. But WBTs can also be used to teach non-IT-based content, such as product training or soft skills training. 

 

How do I know that I have been successful?

–  High user numbers can be achieved

–  Participants have understood the new processes and procedures 

–  Participants can apply what they have learned to their daily work 

     recommended from  
about 100 end users 

depending on scope and complexity, 
preparation very time-consuming 
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  CM Cookbook:  Glossary

 
Agility 
Agility is the ability of an organization to be flexible, active,   
More

Gamification 
stands for the transfer of playful elements to a new, unfamiliar  
More 

Kanban 
Originally from the automotive industry, Kanban is used today  
More 

KPI Tracking 
In agile projects, KPIs should provide all stakeholders with the  
More

Persona 
Personas are user models, which are used to characterize a 
More

Product Owner 
The Product Owner (PO) is a role in Scrum, which is also referred 
More
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Glossary Release 
In a release, the results of one or more sprints which are brought   
More

Scrum 
Scrum is an agile process model that assumes that projects,   
More

Scrum Master  
The Scrum Master is a role in Scrum that is solely concerned with   
More

Sprint 
With “Sprint” Scrum names an iteration in which certain scope of  
More

70:20:10 Model 
The 70:20:10 model supports learners to improve their learning   
More

VUCA 
VUCA is an acronym for volatility, uncertainty, complexity and  
More

WBT  
The WBT (Web-based training) is a multimedia learning program,   
More
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